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Millions of great ideas end-up completely ruined
Millions of what could be masterpieces lie forlorn in drawers
Millions of pounds on self-publishing scams - and silly correspondence courses wasted
Millions of writing hours gone for nothing ! ! !
We may create interesting 3D characters, sparkling dialogue, and drama – that just leaps into our laps. But without a
true understanding of what exactly PLOT and STORY really are, our work will lack any depth - and any real literary merit.
I know that's painful news.
It does hurt.
And it has always has hurt me.

We will achieve these twin goals :
# To demonstrate the workings of the internal brain by solving a problem. Hopefully, in the process - creating a work
that will outlive the author, and make them join the ranks of – Henrik Ibsen, Harper Lee, and Dylan Thomas – to quote but three !
Or create a best-selling novel – that gains a £ 1. 5 million pound - or dollar - film rights deal.
# To demonstrate just HOW the human brain works in order to make fictional characters think and behave - as reallife ones do, all too well.

How about me saying – A GOOD STORY IS AN ELEPHANT ?
Some professional people examined ELEPHANT – and all came to wildly differing - but strangely correct conclusions :
ROBERT McKEE examined the trunk. This is a snake-like collection of many PLUS and MINUS points – that exist in flux to
generate changing emotional states !
DOCTOR LINDA SEEGER peered myopically at the back of the elephant. This is a STORY SPINE. A series of emotional
exciting fins travelling across the back of our adventure !

The genius of HENRIK IBSEN examined the ears. He proclaimed – The 2 flat leaves just tells me that a story has 64
literary themes - that allow characters to create a rich developed plot.
CONSTANTIN STANISLAVSKI ran his cultured hands up and down a leg. This is a tree-trunk structure - containing 1 6
BITS or BEATS.
The next day, he didn't quite believe what he discovered - so he sneakily returned. Only to feel another leg – and got
another totally different solution. Ah – the lumpy structure is a system of THROUGH-LINES.
JOSEPH CAMPBELL got extremely excited when he looked at the leg that was in front of him. It is a tree-trunk structure
– that's for sure. But it is to do with myths and legends – and there are up to 18 BEATS that describe A MAGIC JOURNEY. You don't
have to use all the stages, though.
BLAKE SYNDER felt the last unexamined leg. He spoke in a slow knowing manner. Yes, a story is most definitely like a
tree-trunk. One that contains just 16 stages – that is to do with SAVING A CAT - of all things ! But you must never miss any stage
out – or you will be rejected.
Finally it was down to DOCTOR NIGEL WATTS to take the stage.
He took only a minute for him to run a practised hand over the elephant's tail.
He looked at the rest of the dejected professionals, and shook his head.
I'm afraid you are all quite, quite wrong. A STORY is a rope-like STORY ARC. One that only exists in 8 POINTS – whose
stages can be altered slightly to help demonstrate a complete professional story.
And so it continued until THE SIGN OF FOUR - LITERARY THEORY . . .

BUT ARE THERE TWO ELEPHANTS - OR MORE THAN ONE TYPE OF CREATURE PRESENT HERE ?
If CHARACTER is represented as an ELEPHANT . . .
Could a GIRAFFE represent our PLOT ?
Everybody is a CRITIC ! Everybody has an OPINION ! ! !
We know every story needs a WRITER – but are you aware that we are all critics, when we watch a film or read a novel ?
We all have something to say about them – good or bad.
But if we have a CRITIC in our mind . . .
And we all try to WRITE . . .
Finally, we can now meet our simple creature archetypes that control much complex deep information – and this list
forms the true and absolute – STORY SEQUENCE OF THE FOUR.

~~~ Snake The Self-Important Critic - OPINIONS TO CRITIQUE THE HATRED
~~~ Elephant The Observing Character Actor - EXAMINING THE WORLD IN QUESTION
~~~ Lion The Romantic Writing Adventurer - FIGHTING ACROSS THE RICH DRAMATIC CHAOS
~~~ Giraffe The Psychological Visionary - GENERATING LOGICAL SEQUENCES & CONCLUSIONS

When we all try to write, we enter a mad emotional place – but get different results.

I'll admit here, I often take a

sneaky peak into this mayhem. WHAT A SHOCK . . .
This isn't a realistic world at all. It was like opening your city office-door to find yourself in outer-space, at the sea-side,
or in the Australian Outback.

LESLIE BRISCUSSE - THE AGE OF PURE IMAGINATION
“ If you want to view paradise – simply look around and view it . . .”

As the waves of THE SEA OF MEMORY lap against a jagged-rock coastline, or on the sand of the occasional beach on
THE ISLA IMAGINARI – you may experience a few odd things.
The squarish land-mass may be tiny in comparison with THE LAND OF HOPE & GLORY – but many wonderful things
occur – from red and blue fish leaping in a freshwater waterfall or casually twisting around in a pool of reflective thought – to
humans living in a wonderful cartwheel-walled medieval city called – HEATHERFIELDS.
I never remain long here to learn anything, for I'm surprised by a long loud hiss in an overgrown jungle. I hurry
towards a portal, experiencing a shuffling sound - and turn around, just in time to see two red beady eyes - peer at me in the
gloom.
Everything always finishes the same . . . I slam the magical portal exit shut behind me ! ! !

Now, everybody just splashes and snorkels about in the shallows of the story-oceans.
So I travel down in a mental-submarine to the CONTINENTIAL SHELF. There in the beams of strong searchlights, I take
great pleasure in observing the incredible details of crevasses and escarpments of the character and plot of many great
successful stories.
Yet, in every day – in every way – I kept on getting better and better – with great revelations just bubbling up from much
deeper down – often when I least expected them to. From going to bed at night, comfortable with a solution – to waking up to
realise it was all nonsense – and having to start again, this time getting more specific and accurate . . .
However, the future just made me realise my grip of fully understanding the theory was getting weaker by the month.
But soon I learnt about THE 4 STORY QUESTIONS - and started to be introduced to THE FOUR STORY CREATURES !

So now I dived down, ever deeper and darker.
I tried creating double-clause sentences of single THEME words – now getting rid of several redundant ones within the
16 BEATS. The latest stories I attempted, didn't appear to fit the theory all that well – but I soon started to understand how
HEROS' JOURNEY actually worked.
Yet, after returning to an original film example, I completely improved my clarification of the original 16 BEATS – and
then proved how HERO'S JOURNEY would work in practise – into the bargain.
By now, I'd reached the depths of 35,850 feet - in the realms visited only by TRIESTE and D S V LIMITING FACTOR !
Thankfully, LITERARY THEORY returned stronger - with much more positive vigour than ever. THE FOUR STORY ANIMALS
soon gave up the rest of their secrets using the concepts of INTERNAL MIND and EXTERNAL EXPERIENCE . . .

A TRIBUTE TO ALL SPECIAL HUMAN-BEINGS WHO SIMPLY SAY . . .
“ I DO LOVE A GOOD STORY – BUT HOW IN GOD'S CREATION DO I WRITE ONE ? ”

These people have splashed on shore-line of THE SEA OF MEMORY before me :

Alexander Baumgarten – AESTHETICS
Joseph Campbell & Christopher Vogler - Booker et al. –
THE STORY-HAND STYLE HERO'S JOURNEY
Rene Descartes - THE MIND-BODY PROBLEM
Gustav Fretag – THE PYRAMID STORY ARC
Sigmund Freud - THE INDIVIDUAL HUMAN MIND
Charles Bush Hampton - interested in SUSPENSE & THE FOUR STORY QUESTIONS
Albert Humphrey – S W O T BUSINESS ANALYSIS
Carl Jung - GROUP-MIND ARCHETYPAL BEHAVIOUR
Robert McKee :
PLUS AND MINUS fluctuations
The STORY - EVENT CHANGES
The PERSONAL VIEW RELATIONSHIPS
Melanie Ann Philips & Chris Huntley - THE DRAMATICA THEORY OF STORY
Linda Seeger – THE STORY SPINE
Blake Snyder - “ SAVE THE CAT ” METHOD describing :
THE HOLLYWOOD 1 6 BLOCK SEQUENCE

For the first believed popular professional use of :
THE DRAMATIC LITERARY-CONCEPTS - Henrik Ibsen
THE 1 6 BLOCK SEQUENCE - The Reverend Charles Dodgson

The creators and createes – past present and future - of written and visual works.
B.B.C. TELEVISION – that really did educate and inform me, as well as to just entertain
INDEPENDENT U K TELEVISION NETWORKS
Other TELEVISION NETWORKS WORLD-WIDE and the many FILM STUDIOS

The many and valued - THE BOOK PUBLISHERS WORLD-WIDE.
THE U K LIBRARIES – that I really couldn't have ever have coped without – and to ANDREW CARNEGIE – that started
them all.

I haven't just read a pile of HOW-NOT-TO-WRITE books, paraphrased the best pieces and cobbled these books together.

I read the tragic tomes over 20 years ago - then put them in the back of my mind. I carried out this work by imitating those
Greek philosophers, that did their work just by sitting on their back-sides - and conducting mind-experiments to discover their
science.
I'm not a social-worker, moral crusader of the masses, political activist, pious religious nut – but in private, I was a
little bit of a yobbo. Tell me your fucking secrets – I yelled at my brain, skewered to the wall creating a monster kebab ! ! !
I felt my life depended on the answers. I was that desperate and I hope you all are too ! I asked in a much quieter
reflective manner - What is simple and makes good sense ?
Then I reasoned it all out – Does it still make true sense ?

PROOF IS CARRIED OUT USING LEGAL FAIR-USE . . .
I treat the copyrighted work in good faith.
I have not produced any cruel opinions for the sake of entertainment. The copyrighted works have been chosen
because I happen to believe that the quality in the genre is unrivalled - and that true literary merits often go unnoticed and
unappreciated.
Permission was tried to be obtained – but efforts were thwarted by obsessions with Clips-And-Stills on the web-sites.
Legal teams are also unable to either grant nor deny official permission.
This work has not been authorised by any of the companies and individuals mentioned within – nor do I endorse
merchandise by them, nor do they sponsor me.
All copyrights are the property of the companies and individuals. Since clips, stills, nor the unique expression have not
been used, then the right of reproduction has not been infringed. I use Education and Scholarly exceptions in the U S FAIR-USE
principle of THE FOUR FACTORS.
As I am a U K citizen, I also apply my right of FAIR-DEALING under Criticism, Comment and Quotation and Parody,
Pastiche and Caricature exceptions. I also heavily apply the law of America's First Amendment of the right of free speech. For it
is not against the law to describe what happens in a copyrighted book, film or play.

THEREFORE, I CLEARLY UNDERSTAND THAT :
# I may use - The Absolute Use Of Free Speech
# I must not reproduce the work's - Prose And Dialogue – or unique expression
# The Work Is For Educational Purposes ONLY
# My Use Of Paraphrasing and Amount Used – is fair and reasonable, in order to fully explain my many points – and
to thoroughly educate the readers
Should an alleged infringement have still occurred, then please issue me with a cease-and-desist letter. I will then
endeavour to work with any legal team to achieve a mutual agreement that is beneficial and fair to the both of us.
TO READERS OF THIS WORK :
This work is for your own personal studying – copying - and educational use only. You may provide short quotes of the
text – but must credit me and the title of the work.

The assessments of the copyrighted works are to used WITH – and NOT

serve as a substitute for - the copyrighted works.
It may not be SOLD in any form, anywhere - BY YOU. If a friend or family member wishes to read it, then simply
download a new copy from the web-site where you got your copy from.

WHY THE TITLE - SIGN OF FOUR ?

SIR ISAAC NEWTON described the world in – THREE LAWS OF SCIENTIFIC MOTION
We mere WRITERS describe the world in - F-O-U-R STREAMS OF FORWARD STORY-MOTION

~ My first ever school year was in 1977 – 25 th Silver Jubilee of Queen Elizabeth I I
- I achieved final understanding of this work on the 70 th Platinum Jubilee
~ I was also in the progress of finally achieving completion around the 110 th anniversary of the sinking of
ROYAL MAIL STEAMER T I T A N I C - while taking her maiden voyage on APRIL the 15 th 1912

If I have seen further, then it's because I've stood on the shoulders of giants.
I have personally read the work of many of these dedicated giants – and it is to them that I owe so, so much towards.

For we

have

all

been

there

before .

Neville Hurt

GI ' RAFFE ANY IDEA T ' ALL
ON HOW TO WRITE A GOOD STORY ? !

It really is about time someone tells you the real truth about creative-writing . . .

They have had a C E N T U R Y to do so in. While we don't need to be told WHAT to think, we still need to be told HOW
to think - and more importantly WHY we think it in the first place. It's a very strange thing that musicians, actors, artists, poets
and the other disciplines have correct professional knowledge – yet we potential creative novel-and-film writers have
amateurish rubbish in our HOW-NOT-TO-WRITE tomes. While I'm not professionally qualified in psychology, psychiatry, and
sociology – I can at least guide you through the thought processes.
Remember William Shakespeare only followed what his own mind told him to think – and you are in the company of a
sensible reasoning mind with me – or just why cannot professionals seem to write common intellectual sense about stories ?
I do agree this information does perpetually appear to create a seemingly ~~~ B O N K E R S T H E O R Y ! ! !
A theory that is made of everything - out of everything else.
We learners just wish to call a SPADE – an actual SPADE.
Yet in many HOW-NOT-TO-WRITE tomes SPADES get called HOES and RAKES. Even HOES get called SPADES – and don't
even get me started on what happens to RAKES . . .
ONE or TWO TRUTHS are revealed in a sea of flowery fakery – HALF TRUTHS pretending to be WHOLE TRUTHS creating a false writing manual.
In summary, the professionals often :
Know only half the right concepts Misdescribe those right terms . . .
Don't know how to connect the right terms together !
Or simply have no clear reasoned idea on any thing ! ! !
Joseph Campbell first wrote about a special type of story that he called – AN HERO'S JOURNEY – this from a genius, that
was never a professional novelist to begin with. Christopher Vogler brought this theory back into popular use. The structure
contains approximately 12 to 17 stages, and you were even allowed to omit one or two – if you didn't think you needed them.
REDEMPTION and RE-BIRTH ? IN THE BELLY OF A WHALE ?
Our latest novel may be about a gentle contemporary romance about a little holiday in France – in which a loving
young couple visit the local village restaurant, one evening - and the next day take an pleasant afternoon trip to a vine-yard !
In other words – a completely land-locked affair.
Not surprisingly, all this sounds a right load of trash.
Mr. Campbell just used vague examples of myths and legends of the world of Greek and Roman gods and goddesses –
and other ancient world tales. Yet, in a way, this can be a perfect way to write a story !

OUR STORIES HAVE TO MAKE TRUE MINDFUL SENSE – NOT MINDLESS BALDERDASH
or - “ IT'S NOT HOW YOU START – IT'S WHERE YOU FINISH ! ”
A wise person once said – “ There are many thousands of words in our vocabulary – but only less than one thousand that
can tell all the stories that ever need to be told. ”
This work tells those words. It also shows you what needs to be considered for your next masterpiece. Though I
cannot tell you what characters and events to write about – I can reveal HOW and WHY stories are the way that they are.
While I cannot guarantee absolute publication and success as an author – I CAN guarantee YOUR WORK WILL BE
PROFESSIONALLY THOUGHT OUT and will contain true STRUCTURE.
I'll add here - that I am in no way responsible for the use that you put these tomes to – or what thoughts it may lead you
to have after reading them !

THE TERRIBLE EXPERIENCES THAT I WANT TO BE A THING OF THE PAST
LEE CHILD : Just DO IT
We did DO - IT . And very hard, I may add. AND FAILED.
In fact, this sorry mess happens in a 10 year cycle – I have experience of life, I can write great sentences. I know, I'll
simply write a book – it shouldn't take very long . . .
As much as I love words, I also love nosing about in other people's lives – I really do read anything.
I once discovered a bitter-sweet plight in UNLUCKY LADIES TRASHY MAG - while waiting at the opticians one year.
For a mature sweet lady experienced a memorable foreign holiday in The Algarve. She got home, she could do nothing
else but write up an exciting fiction - just one simple intelligent paragraph by well-intentioned paragraph in a red schoolexercise book . That took two years to write in many a stolen moment or four - she admitted - and I was sure no agent would ever
reject it.
Then she typed it up in another year - with the aid of two fingers. When a literary agent stuck two-fingers up at it –
those are my words, not hers - she put it away in a drawer for a further year.
And when I read it again - she delightfully scribbled - I discovered to my horror that it was - THE BIGGEST LOAD OF OLD
RUBBISH GOING.
The UNLUCKY LADIES editor commented - Bless you ! That was so honest of you. It takes guts to write any kind of a
book. But didn't you notice it was rubbish when you typed it up ?
These results are always the same . . .
Bleached bones on THE PATHETIC PASSIVE PLAIN OF REJECTION !
This monstrous mesa borders the left-hand bank of the mighty - YIN -YANG RIVER – whose waters flow hot and cold, as
it meanderers through - THE LAND OF HOPE & GLORY.

THE SIMPLEST SOLUTION IS USUALLY THE BEST CORRECT ONE
Ockham is not a 4 foot guy, with a long 8 foot white beard – that he trips over because everybody is using his razor !
The best writing takes Bachelors or Masters Degree standard and makes it as simple for an 8 year old to understand.
This is why I'm so angry with university writing of the Ologys. For the twin hardest questions in the world to answer are always
- HOW and WHY ?
There is a lot to digest in this LITERARY-THEORY. It is complex and so profound – being able to completely describe
our dramatic world. But the solution IS S I M P L E – so beautiful and sublime. You just have to get used to seeing certain
regular patterns . . .
When reading these pages, hopefully you will “ feel ” or “ sense ” this information being correct. But do test my
examples out – and try-out your own favourite stories. Don't expect to see the correct patterns straight away – it can take time,
and even I still make mistakes while trying stories out !
#

#

#

#

My writing world begun with my special education from teacher - DOCTOR NIGEL WATTS.
For in his very popular - How To Write A Novel And Getting Published by Teach Yourself Books – we learnt about . . .
“ THE THREE SOURCES OF ANTAGONISM FOR A HERO ” . These were mentally worrying about life, humans against
other humans, and the goings on in the environment .
I quickly connected these to the fact that someone once mentioned that they are only SEVEN BASIC PLOTS that you ever

needed to know :
# HUMAN VERSUS HUMAN
# HUMAN VERSUS SELF
# HUMAN VERSUS ENVIRONMENT / NATURE
# HUMAN VERSUS GOD / RELIGION
# HUMAN VERSUS MACHINES
# HUMAN VERSUS SOCIETY AT LARGE
# HUMAN VERSUS POLITICS
HUMAN VERSUS TIME has always been missed out by everybody.
So, that makes - THE EIGHT BASIC PLOTS.
But none are really plots at all . . .
I may describe them with breath-taking accuracy now – but they are nothing of what you'd expect ! ! !

MACHINES is clearly THE TERMINATOR film series. NATURE is just another way of saying – ENVIRONMENT – which is
an Action / Adventure or a Nature getting back at humans - type of thing.
SOCIETY and RELIGION are also – GENRE story-types.
POLITICS is easily the best-selling type of a thrilling genre.
Therefore, we are back to that magic - F O U R ! ! !

THINK NO EVIL – SPEAK NO EVIL - SEE NO EVIL – DO NO EVIL
In the exact centre of the ISLA IMAGINARI jungle is THE MIGHTY RUINED CITY OF ABSENTIA. This is where your
characters or family or friends go when you don't see or mention them.
When it was once inhabited by humans, the critical comments got cruel and harsh. Mostly about hair and make-up –
and that was just the MEN. So it became abandoned over a short space of time !
However, today there is strange animal action around those great blocks of stone with bias relief of gods mixing with
humans, surrounded by strange symbolic images. Several young up-starts can be found dancing and skittering about all day,
then return to their elders at night - and report on what they have learnt from life. These wise community elders often screech
at the results. I could have told you that, young 'uns – but you have to learn those messages for yourselves.
The identities of these cerebral beasts are the simian – MIND-MONKEYS – and their special messages NUMBER FOUR in
total.

DOUGLAS ADAMS – What is the answer to life - the universe - and everything ?
NEVILLE HURT – It's not 42 – that's silly humour. It's the equation = 2 X 2 = 4 !
But what is so special about this number - F O U R ?
It isn't 3 or 5.
It isn't an odd number.
Why not the even numbers of - 6 or 10 then ?
8 happens to be a correct even number - since it is 2 multiplied by 4 .
2 is also a correct even number - 4 divided by 2 .
16 happens to be the most useful number for us.
The result of 4 multiplied by 4 .

Therefore, I can reduce this MONKEY-MANIA down to these sane conclusions :
Time began in this garden . . .
EXTERNAL W I S D O M

~ ~ for the INTERNAL MENTAL WORLD :

Skill Creation - Understanding Life Experiences - Creating Solutions
Therefore I am able to use this - because I exist . . .
I N T E R N A L M I N D ~ ~ for the EXTERNAL PHYSICAL WORLD :
Critical & Logical Thinking – Memories – Learning Knowledge

Bid time return . . . back to the beginning
2 items here – that exist in 2 parts . . . therefore 2 X 2 really does equal 4 .

#

#

#

#

The STREAM OF EXTERNAL EXISTANCE is quite magical – to say the least.
Professional magic is a wonderful source of entertainment and wonder on the theatrical stage . . .
When magicians come off stage, they may go a little starry-eyed from their success and go quite philosophical.
You know, magic is just a story of the mind.

U K Magician – Paul Daniels always mentioned to us television viewers that they are only 6 basic tricks . . .
1. THE GRAND DISAPPEARING STAGE ILLUSION. This is vanishing the elephant. David Copperfield is the greatest at
these.
2. THE OPTICAL ILLUSION. The famous Zig-Zag Lady. It's all done with smoke and mirrors !
3. THE CLOSE-UP CARD TRICK. Paul, himself, was a genius at these. Along with cups and balls, not forgetting pieces of
rope etc. etc.
4. THE GREAT ESCAPE. The Water-Torture Chamber. Harry Houdini was the grand master of these types of tricks.
5. THE MIND READING ACT. What have I got in my HAND, this TIME ? - A Watch ! Popular Music-Hall stuff – made
modern by people such as - Derren Brown.
6. THE AMAZING FLOATING WOMAN - Levitation. The flying light-bulb is among my favourite of all magic illusions.
You will never see a magic trick performed, that does not fit any of those illusion types – some will be combinations.
A great magic show will contain all SIX types - and a story is no different in it's organisation of FOUR !
We soon achieve this quad of answers – that . . .
~ HUMAN GROUPS exist in varying sizes
~ GROUPS are composed of INDIVIDUALS
~ The GROUPS and INDIVIDUALS act within an ENVIRONMENT
~ An ENVIRONMENT makes up a great JOURNEY of LIFE CONTINUATION across - T I M E
Our magic tricks occur upon a staged locational environment . . .
They take time to complete – and various individuals within human groups are involved.

These are THE FOUR EXTERNAL OBSERVATIONS.
And that's magic ! - as Paul often said.

TIME IS ALSO MAGICAL - BUT WHAT IS IT ?
There are many different ideas of what TIME is – and they are all correct !
But some are more correct than others . . .
EINSTEIN-TIME is just for physicists - and not for us. We are more biologists and chemists of mental and physical
activity. Albert Einstein connected TIME to SPACE and GRAVITY. He turned it all into a large thick BLANKET that represented
the universe. He dropped heavy bowling balls into it – and when a piece of BALL-BEARING matter came near a BOWLING BALL
mass - it would roll around deeper and closer into the funnel-effect dip surrounding the BOWLING BALL mass . . .
We are not interesting in TIME's effect on the THREE DIMENSIONS – and RELATIVITY in this manner.
We are concerned with EXTERNAL TIME that we can easily observe and understand :

ENVIRONMENTAL EXTERNAL T I M E


Action of Moon causing tides, Earth orbiting the Sun, Sun and Stars moving across the daily world skies



Action of Sea on coast-line and cliff erosion, Wind in sails of ships, Storms causing damage to environment



The ever changing climate and atmospheric weather patterns. The Elements causing ageing to buildings and
objects in gardens



The hands of a clock rotating around and around – and the pages of a calendar slowly being torn away

HUMAN INTERNAL / EXTERNAL T I M E


Human hearts beating



Human faces and bodies visibly changing and ageing rapidly



What we think everyday - and what we achieve over the span of our lives



Births, Marriages, Deaths !

WRITER's T I M E DOESN'T EXIST – THERE ARE NO THEMES TO DESCRIBE IT
THE PRESENT can never exist – as the seconds tick by too fast to do anything in – into THE PAST.
Our current existence must be THE FUTURE . . .
Which cannot exist, as it hasn't happened yet !
And the PAST cannot exist – as it is done and finished with ! ! !
So what are we left with then ?
THAT EVER CHANGING DRAMATIC SITUATION – and our MEMORIES OF THE DRAMATIC YESTER-YEARS

T I M E may be described in many ways.
And it is made up of many things !

SHAKESPEARE : All the world's a stage – and we are but players . . .

PERSONAL CHARACTERS RAPIDLY CHANGING THEIR MINDS & HUMAN GROUPS PROGRESSING ALONG A JOURNEY.
Most of the time – there is that word again – it is just a sequence of changing EVENTS - or a PLOT .
Although technically, both T I M E and PLOT doesn't exist in the mind of the writer.

NEIL ARMSTRONG tried to say - This may be one small step of individual skills and learning . . .
But it's one giant leap for group human understanding !

PLOT soon vanishes into a mass of other terms - such as DRAMA and GRAND CONFLICT.
Only a CRITIC or READER would accept one as a complete ORGANISATIONAL sequence of scenes in CHRONOLOGICAL
ORDER : BEGINNING – MIDDLE – END.
After all, we don't say – read me a PLOT. We say – read me a S-T-O-R-Y.
A PLOT is just a completed sequence of LITERARY THEORY demonstrating “ THE 16 BEATS ” - using a group of
specially ORGANISED characters.

Therefore, T I M E is just a simple word – The bad times, having a nice time, time we left, time to go to bed . . .
However, it is a complex concept.
For T I M E is a LOGICAL ANALYSIS of the WATERS OF LIFE - from the first PLIP to the final PLOP . . . looking
along a physical stream of existence – and making judgements.
Writers cannot just write about T I M E – nor believe that it makes up an important quarter of the theory. Writers are
only concerned with – THE PAST, CURRENT, and FUTURE SCENES in their work. Coupled with descriptions of the seasons, and
the facts of calendar and clocks within a daily life span.
#

#

#

#

THE TIMES - they are a' changing . . .
EXTERNAL BODY WORLD OF ACTIONS versus INTERNAL MIND WORLD OF DECISIONS
If our work is supposed to imitate the C-H-A-N-G-E through that wonderful rich pageant we call - LIFE, then we must
understand how the mind works to begin with. For the brain created the cities and everyday world - that we encounter in our
domestic family experience, at school or work – and not forgetting leisure time.
The only way we humans can begin to understand our world is by observing the EXTERNAL WORLD to begin with –
then apply our INTERNAL MIND. Remember, if it wasn't for the human mind we'd all still be living in caves ! ! !
We observe on a daily basis – characters passing backwards and forwards across a WORLD STAGE.
In real-life we can have no idea of what they are thinking . . .
Along with the TRUTH of their personal unique worlds.
For writers have a luxury for being able to live through their characters' minds.

It appears from the 6 th century B . C . - that the Chinese discovered the answer since all they had back then were their
highly intelligent minds that could only observe within their beautiful environments . . .
THE TAO TE CHING – A Book to Describe the Universal Way of Morality
For we don't need to travel to the stars to get THE DIVINE TRUTH of story-writing.
THE TRUTH exists right here on lovely planet – Earth.
LAO TZU :
The Tao - that can be told - is not the eternal Tao
The name - that can be named - is not the eternal name
NEVILLE HURT :
The Towel that can be seen – is not the real Towel
For the eternal Towel is the idea that you can use – THE DRIP - DRY METHOD !

It appears that STORY is nothing more than a perfect description of - A SINGLE YEAR.
THE STUFF OF LIFE - being nothing more than the passing SEASONS . . .
WINTER = The hated cold snowy harsh bitter world
SPRING = The optimistic season – with new growth and new animals
SUMMER = The world of the blazing-hot sun – and the grasp of seaside adventure !
AUTUMN = The visual season – leaves changing colour, and the threatening knowledge that winter will soon be on her
way again
Even the folk-singing Germans have got in on this act since.
I enjoyed this in the primary school :
GOOD-BYE TO SUMMER :
You may no longer stay – Autumn is on her way . . .
Rose sweet petals shed – Apples are turning red . . .
The EXTERNAL way of THE TAO is ~ CHARACTER-driven.
Characters mostly act with - I am - I am - I am. They constantly lie to one another, jump in and out of bed at all too
frequent intervals, and a behave in a total mass of egotistical megalomacy.
Maybe this is why I can hate characters so much .
As I do LOVE . . . LOVE . . . LURVE . . . a rip-roaring good P-L-O-T .

THE EXTERNAL-WAY appears to be of BAD BLACK NEGATIVE substance :
THE YIN of the STORY.

All stories may contain EVENTS – but they also contain mountains of THE DIVINE TRUTH.
People just describe THE GENUINE TRUTH as themes like – FRIENDSHIP, MONEY and LOVE. These get dismissed by
critics as just basic ideas. They are – but writers use these as a general thematic springboard for further development.
If you say - FRIENDS STICK TOGETHER or REAL FRIENDSHIPS LAST A LIFETIME – then that is thematic ideas taken
further and appear to demonstrate the truth.
But this is just 3 - D character dimensioning. These are simple messages are very personal to the audience or reader –
and are open to huge personal interpretation and argument.

The application of DRAMATIC SITUATION through many precisely described LITERARY-THEMES - means that we have
thought about what happens in our world – so THE TRUTH is discovered.
A profound TRUTH may exist in a rubbish unoriginal idea – and be demonstrated beautifully by LITERARY-THEORY.
It doesn't even have to be your own idea.
Just as an insanely original idea can be demonstrated by standard unoriginal LITERARY-THEMIC IDEAS .
IDEAS are the only things in your life can that can legally STEAL.
It is the UNIQUE EXPRESSION of those ideas that you get COPYRIGHT protection for.
Literary agents really should use a standard rejection twin tick-box system - which could read :
# This work contains no literary themes, therefore it is unpublishable and unprofessional.
# While this work contains good literary themes, it fails to entertain / be commercial. However, that is just our personal
opinion. Good luck with trying it elsewhere.
REMEMBER - if you do not use correct LITERARY-THEORY in your work, then literary agents will not give YOU
permission to be a successful professional writer.
REMEMBER - Even the general public will make you refund their money, if your self-published work failed to contain
our special theming gems.

WINSTON SPENCER CHURCHILL : Take away this pudding at once – it has no THEME !

And you do need to apply P L O T – which is a constant dynamic string of subtle correct changes – described by THEMES.
Don't just describe CHARACTER all the way along.
Pages and pages, which just create shopping lists of FACTS and boring PASSIVE details, that no-one will remember - or
accept for very long. For CHARACTER - ONLY is not THE DIVINE TRUTH.
Therefore the INTERNAL way of THE TAO is PLOT-driven.

It appears to be of GOOD WHITE POSITIVE substance :
THE YANG of the STORY.

A POINT

TO PONDER :

The Tao that can be told - is easy to see, as CHARACTER movement is :
STRONG SPECIFIC DIRECT OVERT
The Tao that cannot be told . . . which is PLOT is :
WEAK NON-SPECIFIC NON-DIRECT SUBTLE
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When trying to understand LITERARY-THEORY - we understand P-E-O-P-L-E in this manner :

~ THE DECISIONS & ACTIONS OF A SINGLE CHARACTER
we all have our unique opinions, beliefs, attitudes and ideas
~ THE GROUP OF CHARACTERS - AS A SINGLE MIND
we all vote as a group to determine a general consensus of group opinion
~ AN INDIVIDUAL MAKING SEPARATE DECISIONS FROM THE GROUP DYNAMIC
in other words . . . What is sauce for the goose, is not necessarily sauce for the gander !

THE FOUR OBSERVATIONS WITHIN AN HARSH EXTERNAL REALITY :
The story of Robinson Crusoe isn't about where he was born, nor what his formative years were like.
It was about his survival and further actions towards the environment – and hopefully, other benevolent people.
Survivalists like - Bear Grylls may tell you surviving is not about how you are going to keep yourself entertained on
that problem desert island, nor what people must be saying about you back home - when you haven't turned up on the
doorstep !
We apply THE FOUR EXTERNAL OBSERVATIONS to the EXTERNAL STREAM OF EXISTANCE of that seemingly perfect
idyllic prison to achieve . . .
~ THE CONTINUATION OF LIFE . . . WATER - no-one will last many days without it
~ THE ENVIRONMENT . . . . FIRE - this connects the HUMAN GROUP and THE PHYSICAL WORLD together
~ THE HUMAN GROUP . . . . SHELTER - making one will shield the GROUP from the wind and rain
~ THE INDIVIDUAL . . . . FOOD – without this vital fuel each body will not survive
Even, we writers at home - where-ever you are reading this book from – still require those basic NEEDS for THE
EXTERNAL WORLD.
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Of course THE MIND is always in THE BRAIN ! ! !
Our body physically moves – and we generate behaviour – due to nerves in the brain.
However, it can all easily link to a few BUILDING BLOCKS of a STORY.
Unravelling this LITERARY-THEORY often felt like the gurus had handed me 16 boxes of 1000 piece jigsaws – with their
pictures missing, and the pieces mixed up between all boxes. Or it was like trying to solve a crossword puzzle with no idea of
the size of the grid, position of the black squares, nor what the clues are – just possessing vague inaccurate knowledge of past
failing non-fiction books about creative-writing to go on . . .
But imagine, if you will - a number of 16 plastic transparent boxes, with wooden beads in them . . .
Or polished wooden lidded boxes, full of magical metal trinkets !
What does that magic mean for us ?
And, more importantly, just where will it all lead to . . . ?

OUR MIGHTY CRAZE OF MYSTIC MAGIC STORIES !

SO, WHY DO YOU WANT TO BE A WRITER IN THE FIRST PLACE ?
If your next door neighbour needs brain-surgery would you help your doctors by doing the operation yourself - on the
cheap – on the dining room table with your kitchen implements ?
NO, OF COURSE NOT . . .
Is it because your paper and pen – or your typewriter or computer word-processor – didn't really didn't cost anything ?
Just because we can spell, write a grammatically correct sentence and possess a great vocabulary . . .
Just because we believe we learnt a lot of great information in English Lessons at school – and are now able to easily
create realistic 3 dimensional characters . . .
Just because we know a good story when we hear one - and understand a good plot – when we experience one . . .
For we don't JUST create a hero that everybody likes. We don't JUST jemmy-in suspenseful event after non-event. We
don't JUST wrap-up with a stupendous finale - that many literary-agents actually think is dull !
JUST . . . REALLY IS NOT GOOD ENOUGH.

Sadly, two things happen in lectures about creative writing :
# A confused rambling “ simple ” theory is preached in the most professional structured eloquent manner. The whole
hall is agog with rapt attention. A loud cheer explodes at the end. Then you realise what absolute bollocks you have been told !
# An absolute genius competent theory is preached out in a shambling incoherent “ drunken ” manner. The theory is
actually so complex that it is hard to explain it all – parts have to be condensed and omitted altogether. So near and yet , so far.
Still, we all love to continue to climb up our personal mountains to describe basic terms such as - CHARACTER, DRAMA,
CONFLICT, STRUCTURE, MESSAGE, PLOT, STORY, and that most baffling thing of all – GENRE.
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WHAT MIND STRUCTURE IS NOT – BUT HAS BEEN BELIEVED :
these individual characters try to arrive on the scene . . .
# Four Boxers in a Ring
# Pirates on a Treasure Island
# Naughty Children at Home or School
# Disciplining Teachers . . .
# Wily Old Wizards / Witches - turning Widdershins !
The drama may promote clever group design :
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